Abstract: In the paper some interval methods for solving the generalized Poisson equation (GPE) are presented. The main aim of this work is focused on providing such algorithms for solving this type of equation that are able to store information about potentially made numerical errors inside the results. In order to cope with these assumptions the floating-point interval arithmetic is used. We proposed to use interval versions of the central-difference method for two types of interval arithmetic: proper and directed. In the experimental part of this paper both arithmetics for three examples of GPE are compared.
I. INTRODUCTION
As it is well-known, there are two kinds of errors caused by floating-point arithmetic used on modern computers: representation errors and rounding errors. Representation errors (for real numbers) occur already at the beginning of computations and they are propagated further. Rounding errors occur during each floating-point operation. When we apply approximate methods to solve problems on a computer, we introduce the third kind of errors -the errors of methods. In interval algorithms errors of this kind are included in the interval solutions obtained. If such algorithms are implemented in floating-point interval arithmetic we can obtain solutions in the form of intervals which contain all possible numerical errors.
About a dozen years ago our team at Poznan University of Technology started research into interval methods for solving the initial value problem in ordinary differential equations with their implementation in floating-point interval arithmetic. On the basis of the theory initiated by Shokin [1] we studied in details explicit and implicit interval methods of Runge-Kutta type (see e.g. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] ), and explicit and implicit multistep interval methods, including those of Adams-Bashforth, Adams-Moulton, Nyström and Milne-Simpson types (see e.g. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] ). Our studies have been summarized in [13] and especially in [14] , where we have also considered a problem of computational complexities of interval methods presented. Other interval methods for solving the initial value problem in ordinary differential equations include among other the Moore method [15, 16] , a method of Krückeberg [17] , the Shokin method [1] , and a variety of the interval methods based on the high-order Taylor series (a traditional method of this kind is presented in [18] ).
In partial differential equations (PDE) we have three kinds of equations: elliptic (e.g. the Poisson equation), parabolic (e.g. the diffusion equation) and hyperbolic (e.g. the wave equation), and we consider the boundary or initialboundary conditions. A very interesting theory to evaluate and verify the numerical solution of PDE can be found in a number of papers of Nakao and others (see e.g. [19] [20] [21] ).
Our approach is different and rather simple. For some PDEs we have presented it in [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
This paper is devoted to interval methods for solving some kind of elliptic PDEs. The elliptic PDEs often arise in different areas of physics such as electric fields or fluid dynamics. However, the analytical solution can be found only for some forms of these equations, and in most cases the only way to solve them is to find the numerical solutions, usually in floating-point arithmetic. The classical methods of solving elliptic PDEs are presented, among others, in [28] and [29] . Although we have information about the order of method error, finding the boundaries for error term (based on Taylor series) and the examination of rounding effect are also important. Thus, we propose to use interval arithmetic (see: [30, 31] ). In this paper we confine our investigation to the equations given by the following formula:
where
To obtain the unique solution of (1) additional constraints must be taken into account, and we apply the Dirichlet boundary conditions:
and
Hereafter the equation (1) is called the generalized Poisson equation (GPE). The topic of solving this type of elliptic PDEs in floating-point arithmetic has been discussed e.g. in [32] . Known are also interval solutions presented in [33] and [34] . However, our approach is substantially different. We propose the interval method in which the obtained results gather the information about method errors and rounding errors. The details of our approach, based on the centraldifference method, are presented in the next sections.
II. THE CENTRAL-DIFFERENCE METHOD
The first step of the method is to define a grid of mesh points on the rectangle bounded by conditions (3) . The interval [α 1 , α 2 ] is partitioned into m equal parts of the width h = α2−α1 m , and the interval [β 1 , β 2 ] is partitioned into n equal parts of the width k = β2−β1 n , respectively. Next, all mesh points are defined as (x i , y j ) = (ih, jk). Then, assuming that for each internal mesh point there exist fourth order partial derivatives of the function u(x, y), we use the Taylor series for variables x and y to obtain
where ξ i ∈ (x i−1 , x i+1 ), η j ∈ (y j−1 , y j+1 ). The boundary conditions are given by
Omitting in (5) the partial derivatives results in a method with local truncation error of order O(h 2 + k 2 ). Simplifying the notation by u(x i , y j ) = u i,j , a(x i , y j ) = a i,j and b(x i , y j ) = b i,j the central-difference method for the GPE can be rewritten in the form
III. INTERVAL CENTRAL-DIFFERENCE METHODS
In our approach the main goal is that the error term should be included into the solution (see: [26, 27] ). Thus, we rewrite the GPE given by (5) in two following forms:
Let us assume that there exist constants M and N such that
In general, when constants M and N cannot be determined from the physical or technical properties of the problem, we propose a method of evaluating M and N constants, which is based on results in floating-point arithmetic. It is possible to use the following central-difference formula in order to find values of fourth order derivatives:
where u i,j can be obtained from solving the system of linear equations given by (7) and using floating-point arithmetic. Then, we have the following approximation of M and N :
It is obvious that h → 0 and k → 0, when m → ∞ and n → ∞, respectively. It means that increasing the grid size we can get M and N experimentally. Let us denote by A(X, Y ), B(X, Y ) and U (X, Y ) the interval extensions (for definition see [1, 16] or [30] ) of functions a(x, y), b(x, y) and u(x, y), respectively. Thus we can use short forms:
Therefore, using the equation (9) and the constants M and N , the following interval extension for proper interval arithmetic can be written:
However, in the directed one we can use (8):
and adding to both sides the opposite element (e.g. [35] [36]), we obtain:
In order to find solutions in proper and directed interval arithmetic for all mesh points it is necessary to solve the system of interval linear equations given by (13) and (15), respectively. It is worth noting that the existence of the opposite element is one of the most important differences between proper and directed interval arithmetic. Furthermore, the realization of the basic arithmetic operations is significantly various (see e.g. [31] and [36] ). In the next section we compare the results in both arithmetics.
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section we present three examples of the GPE. In the first two examples the exact solutions are known and the purpose of these experiments is to show experimentally that the exact solution is placed within the interval result obtained. The additional aim of presented examples is to compare the widths of intervals in proper and directed interval arithmetic. In the third experiment our goal is to present the methodology of solving the GPEs when the constants M and N are unknown, i.e. it is not possible to obtain that constants on the basis of the problem formulation. We suggest that if the experimentally obtained values of constant tends to a limit we can use that limit as the value of constant and use it in our interval versions of the central-difference method.
IV. 1. Example 1
The goal of the first example is to prove experimentally the correctness of proposed interval methods, in particular that the exact solution is included in result intervals. Let us consider the following example:
a(x, y) = ye 
for x, y ∈ [1, 2], with boundary conditions given by
The exact solution of (16)- (17) is known and given by (see Fig. 1) u(x, y) = xye Using (18), from (10) it follows that
The results of computations are presented in Tables 1 and  2 . In both interval arithmetics the exact solutions are inside the obtained intervals. It is worth noteing that the scale of the width of the result interval allows us to determine how many decimal digits of the exact solution are obtained exactly. We can be certain that all errors we have made summarized together are not greater than the width of the interval. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 2 , the difference of the width of intervals in proper and directed interval arithmetic is increasing with the growth of grid size.
IV. 2. Example 2
The aim of the second example is closer examination of the relative position of the exact solutions inside the result intervals. We define the relative position p of the solution s in the result interval A = [a,ā] as
where mid(A) =ā The value of p(s) determines when the solution s lies inside the interval A. We have Let us take into account the following equation:
for x, y ∈ [1, 2] and with the boundary conditions
and exact solution u(x, y) = xye Fig. 4 shows that increasing the size of grid results in narrower intervals in both arithmetics. The narrower interval means the more precise estimation of the exact solution location. Thus, it is experimentally shown that increasing the size of grid results in more accurate solutions. The difference between widths of intervals in proper and directed arithmetic is increasing, as shown in Fig. 5 . We have observed the similar effect in the previous example.
In Fig. 6 we present the relative position of the exact and floating-point solutions inside obtained intervals in proper (21) in the proper interval arithmetic interval arithmetic. The results confirmed that all exact solutions are situated inside intervals. Furthermore, with the growth of the grid size we observe that the distribution of position of exact solutions is changed, and in the greater number of intervals the exact solution lies near the middle of the interval. Also, as we can expect, the floating-point solution lies almost in the middle of intervals and the dispersion of results is negligible. For directed interval arithmetic similar results are obtained.
IV. 3. Example 3
In the last example let us consider the following problem:
a(x, y) = e cos(xπ)−cos(yπ) , b(x, y) = e x−y .
Boundary conditions are given by
and x, y ∈ [1, 2] . This example presents a case when the exact solution is unknown, and we have no knowledge about the problem. Therefore, we cannot determine the boundaries for the fourth order partial derivatives from their physical descriptions. given by (24) In Fig. 7 we present the solutions obtained in floating point arithmetic. In order to find out boundaries for fourth order partial derivatives, we have to evaluate constants M and N experimentally. In our approach we propose to use the formula (11) . Thus, in the first step we solve the problem in floating-point arithmetic iteratively for ascending gird sizes m = n. Next, based on the obtained results, we evaluate the values of M and N . The values of the constant M , obtained for different m = n from (11), are presented in Fig. 8 . For the constant N the graph is similar. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The most important conclusion is that the proposed method for solving the GPE gives the solutions in the form of intervals which contain all possible numerical errors, i.e. representation errors, rounding errors and error of the method. We have proposed the methodology of experimental evaluation of the method error (described by the constants M and N ), which may be potentially very useful when our knowledge about the problem is restricted. Additionally, it has been experimentally confirmed that the exact solution is placed inside the resulting intervals in both tested arithmetics. Furthermore, the results pointed out that intervals in directed interval arithmetic are a little bit narrower, which means that estimation of the exact result position is more accurate.
